Shifting trends
Attracting and educating female coaches
Only 30% of sports coaches are female and only 17% of them are qualified. Project 500 is the South East CSPs
female coach development programme and we have been working hard to improve our engagement, support
and ability to retain female coaches locally over the last two years through this project.
Today female coach engagement is significantly higher across Bucks & MK with over 50% attendance across all
our coach development programmes.

12 months of results in numbers
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“

66%
of those coaches who
connected via our
buddy up scheme were
female.

Hearing about new (to me) ideas and meeting other coaches has been hugely
useful. Also, a female coach talking about her experiences and how she
overcame her obstacles to becoming a successful coach has been inspiring.
Athletics Coach

“

”

The course was fantastic, the tutor really knew his stuff and he gave loads of
info which I can put in to our Mental Health Awareness week sessions. It was
a good size group with a lot of contribution which made the evening really
interesting.
Rugby Coach, College Sports Maker

”

Three steps to engaging female coaches
We put our successes over the last 12 months down to three key steps; attractive engagement, flexibility in
our support offer, and ensuring we continue to provide something beyond initial support that meet their
developmental needs as a coach.

Engage
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We have realised all coaches have a motivation and a story. We have tried to
engage female coaches by telling positive, high impact stories.
1. Video case studies promoting the concept women are already coaches
2. Blog posts that appeal to women to think ‘If they can, I can’.
3. Highlighting how the Leap Coach Bursary and our workshops have supported
female coaching and can also support ‘someone else like them’.

Support
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Female coaches are busy people and face different barriers. We have designed
a flexible offer that can make it easier and more attractive for them to get
involved.
1. Leap Coaching Bursaries to gain level 1 and level 2 qualifications.
2. Female only workshops to encourage sharing and networking.
3. Online Q&A sessions with female role models to inspire local coaches.

Retain
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Talking to and having the chance to understand our coaches and their needs has
helped us shape future support to keep them involved.
1. The Leap Mentoring Programme to support coaches over a longer period of time.
2. Buddy Up to provide coaches with someone like them to connect with informally.
3. Celebrating our female coaches as Leap Coaching Champions highlighting their
achievements to others.

It’s good to talk
We hope sharing our experiences has proved interesting to you. If you’d like more information to share how
you’ve engaged female coaches then get in touch.
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